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Abstract
Continuity is relevant for the real numbers and functions, namely to understand singularities
and jumps. The standard approach first defines the notion of a limit and then defines
continuity using limits. Surprisingly, Vredenduin (1969), Van der Blij (1970) and Van Dormolen
(1970), in main Dutch texts about didactics of mathematics (journal Euclides and Wansink
(1970, volume III)), work reversely for highschool students: they assume continuity and define
the limit in terms of the notion of continuity. Vredenduin (1969) also prefers to set the value at
the limit point (x = a) instead of getting close to it (x → a). Their approach fits the algebraic
approach to the derivative, presented since 2007. Conclusions are: (1) The didactic
discussions by Vredenduin (1969), Van der Blij (1970) and Van Dormolen (1970) provide
support for the algebraic approach to the derivative. (2) For education, it is best and feasible
to start with continuity, first for the reals, and then show how this transfers to functions. (3)
The notion of a limit can be defined using continuity. The main reason to mention the notion of
a limit at all is to link up with the discussion about limits elsewhere (say on the internet). Later,
students may see the standard approach. (4) Education has not much use for limits since one
will look at continuity. The relevant use of limits is for infinity.
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1. Introduction
1.1. An algebraic approach to the derivative
In set theory, functions are sets of ordered pairs {x, f[x]}, with x in the domain and f[x] in the
range.
In algebra, a function has a prescription or algebraic expression that provides an algorithm to
calculate the output from the input.
NB. The term "prescription" fits the Dutch "voorschrift" and the German
1
2
"Zuordnungsvorschrift". In English the word "description" is common, but the
notion of a recipe is more useful.
The prescription itself provides information. This information can be used to construct the
derivative without use of limits. This becomes the algebraic approach to the derivative.
This algebraic approach to the derivative has been defined in "A Logic of Exceptions" (ALOE),
Colignatus (2007, 2011). A proof of concept was "Conquest of the Plane" (COTP), Colignatus
(2011). An overview has been given in Colignatus (2016a), including what the (positive and
3
negative) reactions have been.
The following assumes that one has read Colignatus (2016a) so that one knows what the
algebraic approach to the derivative is. (It is a definition, and it is clear, so please don't do as
if it isn't a definition.)

1.2. A difference to be aware about
Traditionally: If a function has a derivative then it is continuous. If a function is continuous
then it doesn't need to have a derivative. An example is Abs[x] or |x| at x = 0.
Algebraically: Using the new scheme, Abs[x] or |x| would have a derivative, namely {-1, 0, 1}
for values x < 0, x = 0, and x > 0.

1.3. Why I haven't discussed continuity before
When the algebraic approach to the derivative was defined in ALOE in 2007, it was clear at
4
the time that the issue of continuity should not present a problem.
However, I was aware that an explicit statement on continuity would be useful. Potentially this
might be useful for discussing the different outcome in section 1.2 for example. It wasn't a
priority but over the years since 2007 I had some heightened awareness on the notion of
continuity. Thus the present paper is important since it provides that explicit statement.
1

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funktion_(Mathematik)
"Different formulas or algorithms may describe the same function. (...) Furthermore, a
function need not be described by a formula, expression, or algorithm, nor need it deal with
numbers at all: the domain and codomain of a function may be arbitrary sets. "
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics)
3
This overview Colignatus (2016a) itself has been maltreated by the editors of NAW, see
Colignatus (2016b). The latter discussion contains aspects about the approach that are
relevant in themselves too.
4
In COTP in 2011 it was only a challenge to show that the approach worked for trigonometry
and the exponential function too, but this was quickly solved, since the approach helped to
focus on what matters. When the reader likes a challenge, start with the definition in ALOE
and try to show that it works for polynomials, trigonometry and the exponential function. I am
wondering whether this compares to suggesting to people to reinvent the bicycle.
2
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Two events clinched the matter.
•

•

First is, that I finalised my ideas on the real numbers, in "Foundations of Mathematics. A
Neoclassical Approach to Infinity" (FMNAI), Colignatus (2015). Obviously, the real
numbers are a foundation for continuity, and it is useful to have sound foundations.
Secondly, this November, I got a copy of Wansink (1970). Actually, volumes I, II, III. This
is a discussion of didactics of mathematics, for the training of Dutch teachers at that time.

1.4. A surprise in Wansink (1970)
My original source on analysis remains Scheelbeek & Verdenius (1973) that I used as a
student. First the notion of a limit is defined, and then this is used to define continuity. The
same Weierstrasz epsilon and delta approach can be found in Apostol (1957, 1965), with limit
5
p61, and continuity p67. A function f[x] is continuous in x = a when lim[f[x], x → a] = f[a].
Wansink (1970), a main Dutch text for didactics of mathematics, surprised me by presenting
two authors Van der Blij (1970) and Van Dormolen (1970) who reason in opposite manner, at
least for the didactics in highschool, and I discovered that Vredenduin (1969) has this too:
If continuity has been given, then one can define limits in terms of this continuity.
Definition: It is said that f has a limit value b in point a, or lim[f[x], x → a] = b, when
there is a continuous function g, such that f[x] = g[x] for all x ≠ a and g[a] = b.
Appendix A contains Van der Blij (1970) p125-126. His objective is to provide a definition of
the notion of the limit (p125: definition of "limietbegrip"). We see the same approach by Van
Dormolen (1970:204) in the same volume, see Appendix B. (Perhaps not surprising, as Van
Dormolen wrote his 1982 thesis with supervisor Van der Blij.) For Dutch readers, Vredenduin
(1969) also provides clarification for the intuition in topology. His text is online yet a relevant
section is in Appendix C, in which he follows the same method as Van der Blij. I prefer to
focus on Van der Blij since he is most explicit about algebraic simplification.
In the algebraic approach to the derivative, algebra and the prescription (including the
statement on domain and range) determine whether there is continuity or discontinuity. With
this as a given, we are close to Vredenduin, Van der Blij en Van Dormolen. Thus the idea of
2007 that continuity should not be a problem is resolved in even simpler manner than I was
consciously aware of (but don't underestimate intuition via subconsciousness).

1.5. Continuity: not only for functions
Writing this memo, I was a bit amazed that a google on continuity commonly generated texts
6
on continuity of functions, but much less about the more basic notion of continuity of the real
numbers. When you are aware of this though then you can find the proper pages. Still, these
pages tend to be about topology for first year students of mathematics, and not what would be
needed for junior highschool.
Thus, Colignatus (2016c) presents a logical development for a presentation in junior
highschool. This is not a development of didactics yet, but only the logical framework.
Also, Colignatus (2016d) discusses that students in junior highschool must choose between
continuing with math A (alpha) or math B (beta) in senior highschool. A discussion of
continuity should not create confusion about a career that uses mathematics.
PM. Some readers might think that a definition of continuity for functions suffices, since when
you would use the identity function, then this would generate a notion of continuity for the real
5
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The Weierstrasz definition might have to be adapted for domain and range.
Basically all the same, one wonders why people bother to restate this.

3

line: lim[x, x → a] = a. However, if you are using epsilon and delta, then these are reals
themselves, and you could be assuming the notion of continuity that you must prove.

1.6. A structure for continuity
Thus a structure for continuity becomes:
(1) A proper definition for the reals provides us with the real line as the defining notion of
continuity: dense and without holes. (Mathematics education improves with a better grasp
of what the reals are.) See Colignatus (2016c) and FMNAI (2015). Starting with the reals
requires the limit for infinity (namely the notion of infinite decimals).
(2) Functions and algebraic prescriptions may preserve continuity. See section 5 below. (One
must also develop what "algebraic prescription" is, see Colignatus (2016a) and its
references.)
(3) From this notion of continuity we can define a notion of a limit. Why would we actually do
so ? It might be helpful for a discussion like under (2). Also, students will look on the
internet and see discussion about limits, and then should be aware that limits in their
textbook are defined via use of continuity.
7
(4) However, we don't need limits for the derivative.

1.7. Structure of this memo
Given the above, we now only have to look at Van der Blij (1970), Van Dormolen (1970) and
Vredenduin (1969), with the relevant texts in Appendices A, B and C. I start with Van der Blij
since he is most explicit for our purposes.

2. Discussion of Van der Blij (1970:125-126)
2.1. General setting
Page 125 provides the general setting.
•

•

Van der Blij clearly shows the tension between analysis and topology. Highschool
mathematics still tends to follow analysis (with Cauchy rather than Weierstrasz) while
research mathematics has continued in topology. Teachers might develop didactics for
approaches that research mathematicians no longer deem most efficient.
Van der Blij clearly mentions that highschool education "works by examples" rather than
develop the general theory, in this case about functions. (For example, after the demise of
8
the New Math, it wouldn't do to state the set-theoretic definition of a function. )

In this case, however, I am not convinced that the approaches in both analysis and topology
are so relevant.
In the algebraic approach to the derivative, we have no need for topology and its open and
closed sets, or Weierstrasz with epsilon and delta.
As said, Van der Blij's objective in p125-126 is to provide a definition of what a limit would be
(p125: definition of "limietbegrip").

7

The algebraic approach uses the notion of simplification. In some respects it is like replacing
the notion of a limit by a notion of simplification, like lim[f[x], x → a] = Simplify[f][a]. The
discussion of trigonometry and exponential function however indicates that this is not quite so
simple, unless one wants to define "simplification" to be so.
8
I am in favour however for a thorough re-evaluation of what would still be useful to (re-)
introduce. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Math

4

2.2. What is an algebraic expression ?
For us, Van der Blij's discussion becomes relevant at the bottom of page 125, when he states:
"Let f be an explicitly algebraically defined prescription for a function, i.e. an
expression that is composed out of a finite number of rational and root functions." (my
9
translation)
I don't think that this is a proper definition of "algebraic expression". However, the earlier
discussion about the algebraic approach has shown that there isn't yet a broadly accepted
definition, neither for highschool. Vredenduin (1968) is an effort, but limited to elementary
operations, and it didn't reach the classrooms. Again, students in highschool learn about
algebraic manipulation, but they learn by example, and the formal prescription is lacking.
My solution for this problem has been to refer to a computer algebra package Mathematica,
and in particular to the function Simplify[expr]. This is not intended as a mathematical
definition, but it provides an empirical framework, that allows researchers to check what
algebraic manipulations can be used in practical discussions. Obviously, teachers should
arrive at a definition of what an algebraic expression is. But this should not be a bottleneck for
the introduction of the algebraic approach to the derivative.

2.3. General f versus limited scope
It may be remarked that Van der Blij discusses a general (algebraic) f. In ALOE, COTP and
Colignatus (2016a), the approach has been restriced to f = difference quotient. (This uses a
distinction between static and dynamic division, with their application to the derivative.)

2.4. Distinction between "theory" and "practice"
Van der Blij starts with a function f, that would be undefined in x = a.
Then he explains what is done "in practice". This is a key term, for it creates a distinction
between practical use of the limit and the formal use of the limit.
In practice: One finds an associated algebraic expression for function g, such that f[x] = g[x]
for x ≠ a. Then he defines: lim[f[x], x → a] = g[a]. Students are supposed to see without proof
that g itself is continuous at a.
At the top of p126, he gives an example of a quotient that is undefined for x = 1. With
algebraic simplification, the term x – 1 drops out.
(1) Under "Voorbeeld" he (for once sloppily) states that f[x] = g[x] without stating that x ≠ 1.
(2) The same procedure ("practice") (with proper exclusion of the limit point) is exactly
adopted by the algebraic approach to the derivative.
(2a) One cannot say that Van der Blij is a precursor to the algebraic approach. When
I developed the algebraic approach, my inspiration was this practice as well, and Van
der Blij (1970) is only an example of an author who restates this practice.
(2b) However, Van der Blij deserves a compliment for restating this explicitly, for other
authors only state the result, and refer to teachers to show this practice on the
blackboard. Idem dito for Van Dormolen (1970).
(2c) The algebraic approach doesn't explicitly mention this other function g. It works
directly with the algebraic expression. My impression is that Van der Blij was aware
that students needed an anchor to understand the practice. He looked for this anchor
in this other function g. Indeed it is possible to define such a function g. However, this
9

Van der Blij's chapter got published, even though he was so vague. Compare this with the
unreasonale demands by the editors of NAW, see Colignatus (2016b).
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also distracts for our purposes. The algebraic approach finds that anchor in the
manipulation of the domain. This makes more sense, since when f is not defined for x
= a, then is advisable to be explicit on the manipulation of the domain, so that a
becomes included.
(3) Van der Blij's objective here is to provide a definition of what a limit would be (p125:
definition of "limietbegrip"). Now that he has defined what a limit is, he can say that g is
10
continuous at a since lim[g[x], x → a] = g[a]. (Which would require another h again.)
If lim[f[x], x → a] has another theoretical definition (e.g. Weierstrasz) then one relies on an
unstated proof, that this practice indeed covers the true meaning of lim[f[x], x → a] = g[a].
NB. This differs from our purposes w.r.t. the derivative though. This additional theory
(Weierstrasz) is entirely superfluous for the derivative, when the algebraic approach to the
derivative can be defined independently by itself. The "practice" becomes the proper theory.
The "practice" works because the algebraic expression contains all information that is relevant
for understanding the function and the manipulation of the domain. (Thus, if one introduces
the Weierstrasz conditions, then one must explain that these fit the practice.)
In fact, the expression "lim[f[x], x → a]" is superfluous for the derivative (with f now the
difference quotient) (provided that one follows the algorithm in the algebraic approach).

2.5. Van der Blij: "Determination of the limit is a purely algebraic issue"
Van der Blij p126 correctly concludes that isses of topology do not surface here.
A key recognition is: "Determination of the limit is a purely algebraic issue".
Obviously, this conclusion depends upon the chosen algebraic f. Still it is important that Van
der Blij recognises algebraic simplification for what it is.

2.6. Remainder of p126: trigonometry and exponential function
Subsequently Van der Blij considers trigonometry, that would require ordering, and the
exponential function, that would require topology.
For this, I best refer to Colignatus (2011), "Conquest of the Plane" (COTP).
•
•

Indeed, trigonometry uses this ordering, but this remains an issue of algebra and logic,
and there is no "squeezing" in terms of limits. It is logic that 1 ≤ b ≤ 1 implies b = 1.
The exponential function appears not to need topology.

3. Discussion of Van Dormolen (1970:204)
Van Dormolen (1970:204) provides a rationale for highschool:
Students are still reasoning much from intuition, and thus it is reasonable to start with
the intuitions on continuity and define the notion of a limit from there.
The alternative function g now is f*.
Again, the example is a quotient. This f and f* overlap because of algebraic simplification.
Students are assumed to see without further proof that f* is continuous at the point. From this,
the limit for f can be defined.
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Potentially, this notion of a limit is restricted to continuity only. Indeed, a limit to infinity could
be treated differently.

6

Van Dormolen states that the method might be longer than other definitions, but he doesn't
consider this objectionable given the importance of the notion of continuity.
Up to here his presentation is equivalent to the one by Van der Blij.
In his subsequent discussion, Van Dormolen provides more formal definitions of continuity,
and states that it is somewhat convoluted to first assume it intuitively, then define the limit by
using it, and then develop continuity formally from the limit. He leaves it at this.
PM. Instead, it would have been more interesting to see a discussion how the use of epsilon
and delta actually presume a notion of continuity, while such a limit is used to define
continuity (i.e. one is asssuming what must be shown).

4. Discussion of Vredenduin (1969:15-16)
Vredenduin (1969:15-16) follows the method by Van der Blij (1970) (or conversely). At first
one wonders whether he really does for x = 2, but when he starts on his second example for x
= 3, then one clearly sees that he applies this method.
Vredenduin (1969:15) states: "Het nemen van de limiet is geen dynamisch maar een statisch
proces. Vandaar dat ik onder het limietteken schrijf "x = 2" en niet "x → 2." "
I would think that "static process" is a contradiction in terms. But the intuition that we should
look at x = 2 rather than the neighbourhood fits the algebraic approach.
The wonder of this article is that Vredenduin spends so much space on the continuity of
functions, while this can be resolved by proper definition of the reals and the approach in the
next section.

5. A new topic in the textbook
Thus, we can follow Vredenduin, Van der Blij and Van Dormolen, and assume the notion of
continuity, and work from there.
This however leaves us unsatisfied. There is a gap (not to say discontinuity) between
accepting continuity as a basic notion, and presuming that this is immediately obvious for
more intricate functions.
Thus it makes sense to introduce a new chapter in the textbook, that reduces this gap. This
chapter would discuss the following principles, given that students have learned about the
11
continuity of the real number line.
•

The constant function c and the identity function I:  →  are continuous.

•

If a function f:  →  is continuous, then r f:  →  is continuous too, for real number r.

•

If functions f and g :  →  are continuous, then f + g and f x g:  →  are continuous
too. Also f / g :  →  is continuous except discontinuous where g[x] = 0.

•

If functions f and g :  →  are continuous, then f o g and g o f :  →  are continuous
(for the composition like f[g[x]]).

This should cover polynomials and rational functions. Trigonometry and the exponential
function can be inserted later on.
For the above, one might have exercises for different domains and ranges.

11

See also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_function#Examples
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There is the tricky issue that 1 / x might exclude 0 from its domain, and then be said to be
continuous on its domain. Such a statement would be accurate. Students should learn that
domain and range are key elements in the definition of a function.
The above only covers real valued functions. The algebraic approach to the derivative still
uses algebraic prescriptions for functions, in which symbols have their own properties
different from pure numbers. Thus the above is helpful for the notion of continuity but not
sufficient for the algebraic approach to the derivative. See Colignatus (2016a) and its
references for discussion of this.
Students would also want to see applications why continuity is useful.
•
•

The theorems on the intermediate and extreme values would be interesting to discuss.
Potentially the classification of discontinuities is relevant too, albeit that students would
13
like to see examples from real life where such occur.
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6. Conclusions
The didactic discussions by Vredenduin (1969), Van der Blij (1970) and Van Dormolen (1970)
14
provide support for the algebraic approach to the derivative.
For education, it is best and feasible to start with continuity, first for the reals, and then show
how this transfers to functions.
The notion of a limit can be defined using continuity. The main reason to mention the notion of
a limit at all is to link up with the discussion about limits elsewhere (say on the internet). Later,
students may see the reversed approach (though now standard), that first the notion of a limit
15
is defined, and then used to define continuity.
The relevant use of limits is for infinity. This is e.g. used for the creation of the reals (infinite
decimals).
Obviously, these conclusions are only logical, and must be seen as tentative for actual
application in practice. Empirical testing is required, since it are students who determine what
works for them.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_function#Properties
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classification_of_discontinuities and
http://math.mit.edu/~jspeck/18.01_Fall%202014/Supplementary%20notes/01c.pdf
14
The algebraic approach is both an improvement in didactics and an essential reformulation.
It was presented in ALOE first, and ALOE has a textbook format but also re-engineers logic.
Readers interested in this research method might look at:
http://thomascool.eu/Papers/AardigeGetallen/2016-11-03-Presentation-Math-EdRedesign.pdf
15
With the question whether the definition of the limit doesn't presume continuity in epsilon
and delta.
13
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Appendix A. Van der Blij (1970:125-126)
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Appendix B. Van Dormolen (1970:204)
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Appendix C. Vredenduin (1969:15-16)
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